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GROßKOMMENTAR AKTG ONLINE
The *Großkommentar AktG Online* is the most comprehensive commentary on the German Stock Corporation Act available in the German language

- Based on a combination of *academically rigorous and practice-oriented commentary*, written by renowned authors and contributors in both legal practices and academia
- Covers both the *German Stock Corporation Act* and the *Co-Determination (employee participation) Act*, as well as related topics
- Indispensable aid for both *academia* and in the *practice of German corporate law*
Content

An online adaptation of our highly-renowned commentary series, this database offers all published volumes of the print commentary’s most current edition!

- **Advanced search features** enable easy access to the entire text, no matter what you are looking for
- Each entry is **interlinked with its cited decisions and norms**
- **Multiple annual updates** ensure that the commentary reflects the newest judicature and changes in law
The Search

Simple Search

The **simple search** scans the full text.

Example: Search for “Hauptversammlung”
The Search

Results list
311 entries

Select the number of results per page
Results can be sorted by Paragraph and Relevance

Clicking on the entry title opens the document display

Search results listed as:
Paragraph
Selection Name (if applicable)
Book Number
Part
Section
Subsection
Author
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Document display

Bibliographic volume data

Author

Linked decisions and norms redirect to applicable source on juris.de

Change to „Reading View“

Hit-Term Highlighting
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Advanced Search Options

You can choose from four different search criteria.

For more than one search criteria, you can also choose from three possible combination options.
The Search

Find-as-you-type display

Matching articles appear already while typing.
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Browse Options

Fold-out menu allows for option to choose more specific criteria.

Clicking on displayed option takes you to search list containing all relevant entries.
The Search

Direct Search

Choose a paragraph and margin from the text, and immediately move to that entry.
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**Advanced Search:** Example using „Headings,“ „Subject Term,“ and „Provision“ search criteria

You are looking at 1-1 of 1 entries

- **Headings:** "Vorstand"
- **Subject Term:** Abschlussprüfer
- **Provision:** "BayOBlG VfM 1987, 1365"

**Number of entries found**

Select to add additional criteria
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General Functionalities

- Add note to personal account
- Saving options for Database entries
- Send feedback to De Gruyter
- Change text size for entry or results list

- Allows citations in MLA, APA, and Chicago styles, or export elements in RIS format
Additional Database Features

Helpful documents

You can find further PDF documents underneath the browse menu.

Search Help \textit{Großkommentar AktG Online}

Quick Search

The search box for quick search is displayed on top of the left-hand side. Enter a search term and click the magnifying glass to launch your search. The search will be performed in the Full Text field.

Advanced Search

Select \textit{More search options}... from the menu bar to open the advanced search form.

Three entry fields are available, each of them is preset with a search criterion. You can select a different search criterion from the list available for each entry field. Select the desired search category/ies from the drop-down menus and enter your search term(s) in the adjacent search box(es). Once you start typing a word, a word list or an auto-complete list will open ("find-as-you-type"). These lists contain all terms available in the selected field. You can click on a term to copy it to the search form, or type your search. Search terms within the same search box are automatically combined with a Boolean AND. Between search boxes you can use AND, OR or NOT. Click the \textbf{Search} button to launch your search. If you want to hide the auto-complete list, click anywhere in the browser window. Then the list will close and the search button will be easily accessible.
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You can find further information on the
_Großkommentar AktG Online_ at www.degruyter.com/view/db/gkao